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Fiction for Children and Young Adults

A Different Wealth
Publication Date: May 2016
Publisher: Werd & Weber (Switzerland)
Author: Johann Graf
Age: Young Adults
Format: 176 pages, 140 x 210 mm

A spiritual story
The students Jessica, Marc and Alain, all
descended of rich families, thoughtlessly planned
a prank, but there adventure turned out to be a
life-threatening excursion into the inhospitable
world of the wintry mountains.
The young people are walking around without
orientation, threatened by cold and weakness,
until finally they are found and saved by Joseph,
who runs a lonely mountain cottage.
Until the young people are able to go back home,
they spend a few days in the cottage with Joseph,
who teaches them to look inside, to experience
the spiritual world and to be open to their own
spiritual abilities.
“…a touching story with motivating messages…”
Simmental Zeitung

Jina and Kor

Publicación Date: April 2015
Publisher: Werd Weber Verlag (Switzerland)
Author: Anna Kornicker & Andrea Gruber
Age: 10+
Format: 188 pages, 152x216 mm, 17 illustrations
The Lost Worlds
Jina and Kor notice that their families, teachers, and
all other residents of their mountain village are
changing, becoming increasingly sinister. The two
children decide to find out why.
They discover a monster that threatens their village
and on their escape they visit unknown worlds,
meeting two disputed kings who rob people’s feelings.
With help of their animal friends, they do not only
bring the rainbow colours back to their world, but also
happiness and emotions to their friends and families.

Sabeene the Bee

Publicación Date: 2015
Publisher: Werd Weber Verlag (Switzerland)
Author: Maya Delaquis & Marianne Siegenthaler
Age: 6+
Format: 44 pages, 220 x 292 mm, 22 illustrations

Although wasps are the archenemies of the bees,
Sabeene and Aspe are friends and overcome their
differences
Sabeene is different from the other bees. This is already
apparent when she is still curled up and well-cared for in her
six-seater wax-room. Her strips run lengthwise and not around
the brown body. Therefore, she is excluded, mocked and
avoided. Nobody wants to be her friend. Bee Sabeene feels
lonely and sad.
Someday she meets the wasp Aspen who is also unhappy,
because she has spots instead of stripes on her body. Actually,
wasps are the enemies of bees, but their differentness help
Sabeene and Aspen to overcome this enmity and they become
friends.

Elin, the Tree Fairy

Publicación Date: November 2016
Publisher: Werd Weber Verlag (Switzerland)
Author: Melanie Oesch & Stefan Kahlhammer
Age: 6+
Format: 56 pages, 215 x 287 mm, 25 illustrations
The small tree fairy Elin enjoys a happy life together with
her family in the forests of the Eriz Valley in Switzerland.
Every day after school, she and her brothers play in the
woods, asking hikers to play with them.
But suddenly, everything is different: hikers do not seem
to have time or desire to play with Elin. The bustling tree
fairy decides to act and together with her best friend, the
wise forest owl Berta, Elin forges a plan to make people
happy again ...

The Magical Millstone

Publicación Date: April 2016
Publisher: Werd Weber Verlag
(Switzerland)
Author: Sandra Eng & Karin Widmer
Age: 5 +
Format: 42 pages, 263 x210 mm, 36
illustrations

By chance three animal friends (a
lively snow bunny, a distinguished
chamois, and a shrewd mountain
bird) discover an old box underneath
a millstone. Along with a strange
drawing, there is a treasure map with
an enigmatic poem inside. Without
hesitation, the three friends start an
adventurous treasure hunt. Will they
be able to solve the mystery of
millstones that are more than 300
years old?

Children’s books about feeling
emotions in your body
Publication Date: 2014
Publisher: Bazalt (The Netherlands)
Author: Elselien van Tol & Iris Boter
Age: 4+
Format: 24 pages, colour illustrations throughout
Shaky legs
Ant is worried. What’s up with Fly? Her legs are
shaking. She can hardly stand on them. Why
would that be? Beetle has the answer: it’s just the
shakes. That can happen sometimes when you’re
scared. Beetle comes up with a solution.
Shaky legs is an appealing picture book dealing
with an emotion all children can relate to: fear.
A lump in your throat
Ant is worried. Something’s stuck in Caterpillar’s
throat, but he doesn’t know what. Did he bump
into something? Or did he swallow something?
Beetle has the answer: caterpillar has a lump in
his throat! That can happen sometimes when you
feel sad, or when you find something so beautiful
it almost makes you cry, but not just yet. Beetle
knows exactly what to do about it.
A lump in your throat is an appealing picture book
dealing with an emotion all children experience:
sadness.
These books contain both suggestions to read
aloud and play themes on this topic. This way
social emotional development of children aged 4
to 7 can be stimulated in a playful and purposeful
manner.

Capsicum, Capsi Go.
Publication Date: November 2016
Publisher: Beatnik Publishing (New Zealand)
Author: Toby Morris
Age: 0 to 3
Format: 32 pages, 214 x 214 mm
Learn opposites with Capsi!

With a simple amusing rhyming story, Capsicum
Capsi Go is designed to appeal to 0-3 year olds
and encourages reading aloud between kids and
grownups.
Fun and textural illustrations from the talented Toby
Morris engage and entertain young readers.
Learn opposites as Capsi adventures slow and fast,
near and far, through night and day, and even when
he sinks and swims.

The Day The Costumes
Stuck

Publication Date: November 2016
Publisher: Beatnik Publishing (New Zealand)
Author: Toby Morris
Age: 3 +
Format: 32 pages, 214 x 214 mm
Stimulate, discover, enjoy
A delightfully quirky tale that will stimulate the
imagination, and will leave a fun and lasting
impression on children.
Filled with striking and colourful illustrations by Toby
Morris, this book will bring a smile to adults and
children alike.
The moral of the story that ‘everyone has a role to
play’ is a valuable lesson for children to discover
and enjoy.

Swiss Legends
Publicación Date: February 2017
Publisher: Werd Weber Verlag (Switzerland)
Author: Jon Opprecht & Ted Scapa
All Ages
Format: 92 pages, 148 x 210 mm, 36 illustrations
24 Legends from Switzerland
In the southernmost village north of the Swiss Alps, all
sorts of colorful figures and spirits drift around. There
is a story to every gorge, every river has its anecdote,
which is passed on from generation to generation for
decades.
About a hundred years ago, the later Founder of the
Berner Volkshochschule, Georg Küffer, worked as a
young teacher in this region. Fascinated by its folklore
he visited home to home and published the legends of
this village and surroundings in 1916 for the first time.
A century later, the gripping stories are rewritten and
re-edited humorously by Ted Scapa.

Heidi
Girl of the Alps
Publication Date: January 2016
Publisher: Werd Weber Verlag (Switzerland)
Author: Johanna Spyri
All Ages
Format: 304 pages, 215 x 287 mm, 243 colour
illustrations
Illustrated by Martha Pfannenschmid
Heidi lives with her grandfather on the Swiss alps. One
day her aunt comes and takes her to Frankfurt where
she becomes friend of a sick girl. But soon Heidi is
plagued by homesickness - she wants to go back to
Switzerland. “Heid” is one of the best-selling books
ever written and is among the best-known works of
Swiss literature.
A beautiful gift edition of this timeless classic,
enchantingly illustrated by Martha Pfannenschmid
(Basel, 1900-1999), told in its complete and
unabridged form.

Pinocchio
Tale of a Puppet

Publication Date: March 2017
Publisher: Werd Weber Verlag (Switzerland)
Author: Carlo Collodi
All Ages
Format: 200 pages, 215 x 287 mm, 60 colour
illustrations
Illustrated by Martha Pfannenschmid
“Only good sons have a chance of becoming real boys”
warns the wise cricket. But, try as he might, Pinocchio
the wooden puppet just can’t stay out of trouble. He
runs away to join a puppet show, he teams up with a
rascally fox and wily cat, and plays truant from school
which has dreadful consequences. Eventually the
conscience of a talking cricket and Pinocchio’s
guardian fairy restore him to good behaviour,
obedience and care for others.
This luxury edition of one of the best-loved children’s
tales of all time is illustrated with colourful pictures by
Martha Pfannenschmid (Basel, 1900 – 1999).

Fairy Tale Recipes

Publicación Date: September 2016
Publisher: Werd Weber Verlag (Switzerland)
Author: Louise Bucher
All Ages
Format: 112 pages, 160x230 mm, 105 illustrations
A Culinary Christmas Fairy Tale - 80 recipes for family
and friends
When Christmas is approaching,
also the fairy-tale
heroines celebrate the feast of the festivals together and
the guests are greeted delightfully. Would you like to know
how? Discover the spicy favorite dishes of the seven
dwarfs, Little Red Riding Hood’s wild berries jam, Mother
Hulda’s sweet apple cake with vanilla snow and many other
fabulous food.
About 80 hearty house recipes are revealed in this book, all
easily cooked and illustrated with colored drawings - a
magical cooking experience for young and old.

See Play Do
Publication Date: October 2016
Publisher: Beatnik Publishing (New Zealand)
Author: Louise Cuckow
Age: 3 to 10
Format: 100 pages, 195 x 275mm
A Kid's Handbook for Everyday Creative Fun
See Play Do: A Kid's Handbook for Everyday Creative Fun is a
children’s activity annual which encourages open-ended
creative play with 3- to 10-year-olds. It is a collaboration
between creatives of all ages; from chefs to scientists to 5year-olds, and is filled with fun ideas – make glitter playdough
and dress a dinosaur in your own clothes.
See Play Do was conceived by print designer Louise Cuckow
after seeing her young daughter frustrated that her finished
artwork “didn’t look like the picture”. There is no one “picture”
to follow in See Play Do – all creations can be celebrated.

Activities for Kids

Publication Date: 2013
Publisher: Werd Weber Verlag (Switzerland)
Authors: Karin Dehmer-Joss & Maria Paz Olave
Borquez
All Ages
Format: 192 pages, 215 x 275mm

Have fun with your children!

This book is a treasure full of great ideas, which
can be distributed throughout the year to do with
children.
The chapters are divided in months, and you will
find suitable proposals for every-day handicrafts.
Even a stressed working mother can bake the
"Lazy Mothers Strawberry Cake". Quickly made
and delicious!
The ideas are practical and simple to implement
and the result is simply to have fun with the kids!

365 Days with Kids
Publication Date: 2014
Publisher: Werd Weber Verlag
(Switzerland)
Author: Sabine Mandel
All Ages
Format: 303 pages, 165 x 235mm
Great tips for playing and singing,
experiencing and wondering, crafting
and baking
This book is a real treasure chest that
contains 365 ideas for experiences and
activities with children: bake a firefighting
pizza, build an igloo from cube sugar, look
for buried treasures, experience the silence
of the winter forest, invent rhymes,...
The book can be used as a calendar, but, of
course, individual activities can also be
selected according to your mood. It provides
many impulses for planning and celebrating
parties, for the brief observation of
processes in nature and for creativity.
Whether it's raining, snowing or sun shines,
the ideas are not guaranteed to be easy to
understand and easy to implement.
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